About the Heart and the Head.

The head is a recording machine, or a book of accounts. It records all the impressions you get; it keeps an account of them. And whenever you want to look at the abstract figures of your acquisition of what we call knowledge, you go to it—and so on and so forth.

The heart is a store, a power house, a bank, and a power house. It is where the treasure of life is kept. It is all right to keep your accounts right, but it is not enough for a sound business. For the business to prosper, the account-books must correspond with the actual state of cash you have in hand. If you lack credit, it won't want a kind of cash, which results of your labours you go to the bank.

It is the same in life. If you want to run the business
I am afraid he took the
loaf table as he assured
a dance - he has nowhere
put it. However he got
change my love. So maybe
I'll be able and you have
it back soon. He so sorry
about tiny it.

Subject Prefix:
Ki-
Ekikopo ki- (ki in front)
Ekikopo kwitu

Ekikopo kwetu (ki plus kwetu)
Ekikopo kwetu lwetu
Ekikopo kwetu lwetu byodze

Object Prefix:
1. Ekikopo kwetu Bring the cup
   Ekikopo kwetu Be-

2. Ekiyo waigule Bring the knife
   Ekiyo waigule
of life successfully, you cannot afford to live in your
head alone without even turning to the heart, the
heart of your living, any more than you can keep
creative ideas, but ideas spring from
the heart; you may solve your equations with
your head, but you love with your heart;
or teach
you may give orders to people with your head
but to inspire you need to go to the realm of the
heart; you may succeed as a great scientist by
the employment of your head, but to make the
discoveries of science useful to humanity you need
to make the scientists, otherwise the scientists produce the atom
bomb, and the hydrogen bomb and destroy this earth.
So you see it is not enough to be clever, you
need to be wise also. There is such a thing as clever
fools.

But if you are going to keep your heart
in the bank, you need to know the meanings of the bank.
You will need to know what are the rules of the bank.
The heart is the bank where the heart works but are given it.
The rules and the conditions under which the heart works that are given it.
Dear Mr. Mulcahy,

Would you be kind enough to ensure that my boy knows I shall be out for lunch but in for tea dinner today.

If you were you asked to dust with you ask Fasca to do it, (lay-up I told you it is at night)

Thank you so much

[Signature]

Would you also take note I will pay him this evening.